Vacuum assisted high-pressure die casting of AZ91D magnesium alloy at different slow shot speeds
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Abstract: The effects of vacuum assistance on the microstructure and mechanical properties of high-pressure die cast AZ91D alloy at different slow shot speeds were evaluated. Plate-shaped castings of AZ91D alloy were carried out on a TOYO BD-350V5 cold chamber die casting machine incorporated with a self-improved TOYO vacuum system. It was found that the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling increases with the increase of slow shot speed, following a cubic polynomial curve, resulting in a decline in the porosity-reduction ability of vacuum assistance with the increase of slow shot speed. The externally solidified crystal (ESC) contents in conventional and vacuum die castings behave similar against the slow shot speed. The tensile properties of vacuum die castings were strongly influenced by the ESC content at relative low slow shot speeds. With the increase of slow shot speed, the influence of the gas porosity level in vacuum die castings would get prominent.
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1 Introduction

High-pressure die casting is one of the most commonly used molding methods for magnesium and aluminum alloys. During this process, gas porosity would be formed in the produced castings mainly due to the entrapment of air in the molten metal as a consequence of the high speed injection of the molten metal into the die cavity. The presence of gas porosity in castings is harmful because the mechanical properties, weldability and pressure tightness are adversely affected [1,2].

Vacuum die casting is an effective way in reducing the gas porosity level in castings. By creating a lower atmospheric pressure in the shot sleeve and die cavity, much less gas would be entrapped in the molten metal during the vacuum die casting process. At the same time, the back pressures encountered by the molten metal trying to fill die cavity are reduced, which makes the production of thin wall castings of large area available. Besides, the vacuum die casting process is simple, easy to operate and with almost the same production efficiency as the conventional die casting process. For all these advantages, the vacuum die casting process has been widely applied to the die casting industry [3].

The vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling has a great influence on the quality of vacuum die castings. In order to enhance the evacuating ability of the vacuum system, equipment techniques, such as the designing of vacuum valve [3] and the mold sealing technique [4], have achieved considerable attention. An ultra-high vacuum level of 5–10 kPa can now be achieved. The volume of gas porosity in castings can be significantly reduced while filling the die cavity with such high vacuum levels [5,6]. Compared with the massive work on the vacuum systems, little attention has been paid to the effects of casting parameters in the vacuum die casting process. Slow shot speed determines the vacuum time before mold filling, and thus can influence the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling. Meanwhile, the gas entrapment [7–11] and formation of externally solidified crystals (ESCs) [12–14] in the shot sleeve strongly depend on the slow shot speed as it can affect the flow behavior and solidification condition of...
the molten metal in the shot sleeve before the high speed injection taking place. Consequently, to maximize functionality in a vacuum system, it is extremely important to determine an optimum slow shot speed. The aim of the present work is, therefore, to investigate the effects of the slow shot speed on vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling and performance of the produced castings, including the mechanical properties and distribution of gas porosity and ESCs.

2 Experimental

The nominal composition of AZ91D magnesium alloy used in this work is given in Table 1. The experiments were performed on a TOYO BD–350V5 cold chamber die casting machine incorporated with a self-improved TOYO vacuum system. A KEYENCE pressure sensor with the accuracy of 0.1 kPa was mounted on the vacuum pipe installed on the top of the vacuum valve half on the fixed die half, as shown in Fig. 1. The vacuum pressure variation in the die cavity before mold filling can thus be measured as the vacuum pipe connects with the die cavity. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the plate-shaped castings made on the machine. The thicknesses of the six plates in the casting are 6.25, 3.75, 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 and 7.5 mm from left to right. Six slow shot speeds of 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30 and 0.40 m/s were used in the experiments. Die casting was conducted with or without the vacuum assistance for comparison.

Table 1 Nominal chemical composition of AZ91D magnesium alloy (mass fraction, %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mass fraction (%)</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 lists some other important process parameters used in the experiments. The plates with thickness of 3.75 mm in the castings produced at the slow shot speeds ranging from 0.10 to 0.40 m/s were taken as specimens for further analysis (the castings produced at the slow shot speed of 0.05 m/s were not fully filled).

Table 2 Process parameters used in die casting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pouring temperature/°C</th>
<th>Die temperature/°C</th>
<th>Fast shot speed/(m·s⁻¹)</th>
<th>Intensification pressure/MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>680</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Five specimens for each condition were used to measure the tensile properties. Tensile testing samples were machined based on the Chinese standard GB/T 228.1–2010 with dimensions shown in Fig. 3. Tensile testing was then performed on a WDW–2050 machine at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min, with an extensometer (25 mm in gage length) attached. Some of the remaining specimens were sectioned in the middle for microstructural examination (Fig. 2). The sections were polished using standard metallographic techniques and etched with an acetic nitric etch. Micrographs were taken at the middle of the sections with a Zeiss microscope. Measurements of gas porosity and ESCs were performed using the Micro-image Analysis & Process image analysis software at 25× and 100× magnifications, respectively. At least three micrographs were analyzed for each measurement.

Fig. 1 Mounting position of pressure sensor

Fig. 2 Configuration of plate-shaped casting with investigated position indicated (The plate marked with gray color was taken as specimen for further analysis and the line in the middle of the plate indicates the cross section for microstructural examination)

Fig. 3 Dimensions of tensile testing samples (unit: mm)
3 Results and discussion

3.1 Effect of slow shot speed on vacuum pressure in die cavity at beginning of mold filling

Figure 4 shows the variations of the measured vacuum pressure and cylinder pressure during the vacuum die casting processes at slow shot speeds of 0.10 and 0.40 m/s, where \( t \) and \( p \) indicate the vacuum time and vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling, respectively. The subscripts 0.10 and 0.40 identify the slow shot speeds used in the vacuum die casting processes. As shown in Fig. 4, the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling strongly depends on the vacuum time. An increase in the vacuum time results in the decrease of the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling until reaching a minimum value.

![Fig. 4 Measured vacuum pressure and cylinder pressure variations against plunger moving time at slow shot speeds of 0.10 m/s and 0.40 m/s](image)

The vacuum pressures in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling at different slow shot speeds are shown in Fig. 5. High vacuum levels of nearly 10 kPa can be achieved in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling at the slow shot speeds of 0.05 m/s and 0.10 m/s. An increase in the slow shot speed leads to an increase in the vacuum pressure. The measured data can be well fitted by a cubic polynomial curve, as shown in Fig. 5. It indicates that the variation of the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling against the slow shot speed follows the cubic polynomial expression.

![Fig. 5 Vacuum pressure in die cavity at the beginning of mold filling at different slow shot speeds](image)

3.2 Casting defects

Figures 6−8 show the typical micrographs from the middle of the section in specimens taken from the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at slow shot speeds of 0.10, 0.20 and 0.40 m/s, respectively. The black nearly spherical feature in the micrographs is the gas porosity. The bands located between the center and outer surfaces of the castings are defect bands. The gas pores located in the defect bands generally have lower degrees of roundness compared with others. This phenomenon can be clearly observed in Fig. 9, which shows the microstructure of a region containing a defect band from Fig. 6(a) at a higher magnification. The formation of the defect bands has not been sufficiently understood. A concept of dilatant shear bands in

![Fig. 6 Typical micrographs from middle of section in specimens produced at slow shot speed of 0.10 m/s, showing porosity distribution and defect bands in conventional (a) and vacuum (b) die castings](image)
solidifying alloys [15–17] was recently proposed to explain the formation of defect bands. It was deduced that solidifying alloys with solid fraction ($f_s$) above the dendrite coherency ($f_s^{coh}$) behave similar to liquid-saturated granular materials, such as water-saturated particulate soils. During shear in both cases, particles lever another apart at their contacts and increase the space between them (dilatancy). Dilatant shear bands where the local $f_s$ is lower than adjacent regions thus formed. In the case of solidifying alloys, the dilatant shear bands contain a higher liquid fraction and, therefore, there is a higher solute content (positive macrosegregation) than adjacent regions. In the solidification process, shrinkage porosity is prone to form in the dilatant shear bands as the bands reach the end of solidification later than adjacent regions. As a result, the defect bands always contain a higher fraction of shrinkage porosity than the adjacent regions, as shown in Fig. 9.

Figures 6–8 also show that the vacuum assistance indeed benefits to reduce gas porosity, and the porosity-reduction ability of vacuum assistance varies with the slow shot speed. The measured average area fractions of the gas porosity in the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at different slow shot speeds are displayed in Fig. 10. Only the gas pores larger than 10 µm in diameter were considered in the measurement to avoid the resolution problem at 25× magnification and the influence of shrinkage porosity. It is reasonable since the smaller gas pores take only a small part in the total volume of the gas porosity in the castings. As shown in Fig. 10, the gas porosity level in vacuum die castings increases with the increase of slow shot speed. The average area fractions of gas porosity in the vacuum die castings produced at the slow shot speeds of 0.30 m/s and 0.40 m/s are greater than those in the vacuum die castings produced at lower slow shot speeds. This result is probably due to the decreasing vacuum
level in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling with the growth of the slow shot speed, as shown in Fig. 5. Figures 6(a), 7(a) and 8 demonstrate that the gas pores are randomly distributed in the central region broader than that between the defect bands. Surface layers that contain slight gas porosity are found in the castings.

Fig. 10 Measured average area fraction of gas porosity in conventional and vacuum die castings produced at different slow shot speeds

3.3 Effect of slow shot speed on distribution of ESCs

Figures 11 and 12 show the typical micrographs from the middle of the section in specimens taken from the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at different slow shot speeds. Figure 13 shows a higher magnified micrograph obtained from the specimens in vacuum die castings produced at the slow shot speed of 0.15 m/s. The white phases in the micrographs are $\alpha$-Mg containing the ones formed in the die cavity and ESCs formed in the shot sleeve. The $\alpha$-Mg particles formed in the die cavity are generally smaller than the ESCs formed in the shot sleeve because the cooling rate of the molten metal gets much higher after being transferred from the shot sleeve to the die cavity. In the measurement the $\alpha$-Mg particles larger than 7 µm in diameter were taken as ESCs. The average area fractions of ESCs are displayed in Fig. 14. It can be seen that the vacuum assistance has no strong influence on the ESCs content in the produced castings, and the average area fractions of the ESCs in conventional and vacuum die castings behave similarly against the slow shot speed. The average area fractions firstly decrease when the slow shot speed increases from 0.10 to 0.15 m/s, and then increase when the slow shot speed increases from 0.15 to 0.20 m/s. With further increase of the slow shot speed, the average area fractions would decrease. At the slow shot speeds of 0.10 m/s and 0.20 m/s, the average area fractions of the ESCs in the produced vacuum die castings are both close to 23%, and the average area fractions in the produced conventional die castings are approximately 21% and 22%, respectively. The average area fractions of the ESCs in the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at other three slow shot speeds are much lower.

The ESCs in the castings originate from the floating crystals formed in the shot sleeve [12,13]. When the liquid metal enters the shot sleeve, it starts to solidify as a result of the heat extraction through the sleeve interface. During the growth of the solid at the wall, a constitutionally undercooled zone is established adjacent to the growing interface, where equiaxed crystals can be formed. As turbulence and convective currents are present in the shot sleeve during the movement of the
plunger, some growing dendrites at the wall are fragmented. The fragmented dendrites can be transported from the sleeve wall into the bulk of the liquid metal together with the generated equiaxed crystals. The mixture of floating crystals and liquid is finally forced into the runner system and die cavity during the fast shot phase.

Given the formation mechanism of floating crystals mentioned above, the content of floating crystals in the mixture is determined by two factors: flow behavior and solidification condition of the liquid metal in the shot sleeve. These factors can be affected by the slow shot speed. If a higher slow shot speed was adopted, the flow of the liquid metal in the shot sleeve would be enhanced and the solidification would be restrained because of the shorter dwelling time of the liquid metal in the shot sleeve. The enhanced flow has an effect of increasing the content of the float crystals and thus the average fraction of ESCs in castings would be increased. The restrained solidification has an opposite effect. The variations of the average area fractions of the ESCs in conventional and vacuum die castings against the slow shot speed can be explained as follows. The solidification-restraining effect of the increasing slow shot speed dominates when the slow shot speed increases from 0.10 m/s to 0.15 m/s, resulting in the decrease of the average area fraction of the ESCs. The flow-enhancing effect of the increasing slow shot speed dominates when the slow shot speed increases from 0.15 m/s to 0.20 m/s, which increases the average area fraction of the ESCs. With further increase of the slow shot speed, the average area fraction of the ESCs is more influenced by the solidification-restraining effect of the increasing slow shot speed, thus a decrease takes place for the average area fraction of the ESCs.

Figure 15 shows the distribution of ESCs along thickness in the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at different slow shot speeds. Figure 15(a)
Fig. 15 Distribution of ESCs along thickness in vacuum (a) and conventional (b) die castings produced at different slow shot speeds demonstrates that the ESCs distributions along thickness in the vacuum die castings produced at the slow shot speeds of 0.10 and 0.20 m/s are similar. Similar ESC distributions along thickness are also found in the vacuum die castings produced at other three slow shot speeds. As shown in Fig. 14, at the slow shot speeds of 0.10 m/s and 0.20 m/s, the average area fractions of ESCs in the produced vacuum die castings are close and the average area fractions of ESCs in the vacuum die castings produced at other three slow shot speeds only slightly vary. It thus can be concluded that the distributions of ESCs along thickness in vacuum die castings strongly depend on the ESC content in the castings. The distributions of ESCs in conventional die castings along thickness greatly vary against the slow shot speed (Fig. 15(b)), despite the fact that the average area fractions of the ESCs in the produced conventional die castings are close at slow shot speeds of 0.10 and 0.20 m/s (Fig. 14). This result is probably due to the high level of gas porosity in conventional die castings. As mentioned above, the gas pores are randomly distributed in the central region of the castings. Some gas pores are even located in the defect bands. The high level of gas porosity inevitably affects the distribution of ESCs in conventional die castings.

3.4 Tensile properties
The tensile properties of the conventional and vacuum die castings produced at different slow shot speeds are presented in Fig. 16. It can be seen that the vacuum assistance benefits to improve the tensile properties. For the conventional die castings, the tensile properties (UTS, YS and elongation) rapidly increase when the slow shot speed increases from 0.10 m/s to 0.20 m/s. However, the tensile properties of vacuum die castings are relatively stable against the slow shot speed.
0.15 m/s, and then significantly decrease when the slow shot speed increases from 0.15 m/s to 0.20 m/s. The tensile properties steadily increase with further increase of the slow shot speed. The variation of the average area fraction of the ESCs in conventional die castings against the slow shot speed exhibits an inverse trend (Fig. 14). This indicates that the tensile properties of conventional die castings strongly depend on the ESC content in the castings.

The tensile properties of vacuum die castings exhibit a similar behavior to those of conventional die castings when the slow shot speed increases from 0.10 m/s to 0.20 m/s. This indicates that the tensile properties of vacuum die castings are strongly influenced by the ESC content in the castings in this range of slow shot speed. The tensile properties of vacuum die castings do not significantly change with the further increase of the slow shot speed. The UTS and elongation even slightly decrease when the slow shot speed increases from 0.30 m/s to 0.40 m/s (Figs. 16(a) and (c)) because of the influence of gas porosity level in the castings. As shown in Fig. 10, the gas porosity level in vacuum die castings increases with the increase of slow shot speed. The influence of gas porosity level on the tensile properties of vacuum die castings thus would increase with the increase of slow shot speed. The tensile properties of vacuum die castings decrease if the influence of the gas porosity level surpasses that of the ESC content in the castings. Figure 16 also shows that the vacuum die castings produced at the slow shot speed of 0.15 m/s display higher tensile properties compared with the vacuum die castings produced at other slow shot speeds. This result can be attributed to the low gas porosity level and low ESC content in the vacuum die castings produced at the slow shot speed of 0.15 m/s.

4 Conclusions

1) During the vacuum die casting processes, high vacuum levels of nearly 10 kPa can be achieved in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling at the slow shot speeds of 0.05 m/s and 0.10 m/s. With the increase of slow shot speed, the vacuum pressure in the die cavity at the beginning of mold filling increases following a cubic polynomial curve.

2) The slow shot speed plays a key role in the porosity-reduction ability of vacuum assistance. A lower slow shot speed benefits in the reduction of gas porosity in vacuum die castings. The gas pores are randomly distributed in the central region broader than that between the defect bands in the castings.

3) The high levels of gas porosity in conventional die castings affect the ESC distribution in the castings. The average area fractions in conventional and vacuum die castings firstly decrease when the slow shot speed increases from 0.10 m/s to 0.15 m/s, and then increase when the slow shot speed increases from 0.15 m/s to 0.20 m/s. With further increase of the slow shot speed, the average area fractions in conventional and vacuum die castings decrease.

4) The tensile properties of conventional die castings strongly depend on the ESC content in the castings. At relative low slow shot speeds, the tensile properties of vacuum die castings are more influenced by the ESC contents. With the increase of slow shot speed, the influence of gas porosity level gets prominent, resulting in the decrease of the tensile properties of vacuum die castings.
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摘 要: 对不同慢压射速度条件下真空辅助对 AZ91D 镁合金压铸件组织及力学性能的影响进行了评估。在联合有自行改进的 TOYO 真空系统的 TOYO BD−350V5 型冷室压铸机上制备片状 AZ91D 镁合金压铸件。研究发现，充型时型腔真空压力随着慢压射速度的升高呈现 3 次方增长，导致真空辅助对压铸件中气孔的降低能力随着慢压射速度的降低而下降。常规和真空压铸件中压室预结晶组织 (ESC) 含量随着慢压射速度的变化趋势相似。在较低慢压射速度时，真空压铸件拉伸性能受 ESC 含量的影响很大，随着慢压射速度的升高，真空压铸件中气孔含量的影响将变得显著。
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